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If effective theory i's to be built, the rhetorical critic must 
examine rhetorical events against the theoretical frameworks provided 
in the -field in order to test the validity of those frameworks. John 
Vbite Bowers ano* Donovan'J. Qchs presented a theory applicable to social 
movements in The Rhetoric of-Agitation and Control. 1 Last year at this 
convention, Ma/ne 'feber presented a paper examining the predictive 

  utility of the Bowers and Ochs schema when applied to. an instance of 
c6nflict resolution. 2 There are several weakness in the Veber study.

 'One of the most noted is that the rhetoric of. the conflict in que'stion 
could bo studied only as.it vas reported in the community newspaper,' 
because rhetorical samples derived directly from the movement were not 
available. Consequently, the rhetorical manifestations of the conflict 
are at least once removed from the movement itself. In concluding his, 
paper, .Vfeber called for more "investigation into the evalution of many 
clashes between 'establishments' and dissident groups which'muat be done 
before the Bowers and 0chs hypotheses can either be accepted or rejected , 
as predictors of .the resolution of a"-social conflict."-' This paper 
attempts to help fill this function by examining the escalating agi-
tative strategies of a dissident group functioning in society.4

Ih' addition to Vie theoretical furfction, this paper .attempts to 
give insight into a unique movement that has been largely ignored in 
the rhetorical'literature, the contemporary. American homophile movement. 

  Only one study was found in communication field which concentrated on 
homosoxuals exclusively, and that'on a lin^oistic level.' Even those 
studies which draw on the homophile movement for data to illustrate 
larger concepts are Infrequent. No studiei were found which deal with 
the.movement prior to its militant, prondnont gay liberation period or 
with ttte transition of the movement to that period, itself an important   
phenomenon for the student of escalation. .  

Undoubtedly, much of the reason that thfs movement has notr been 
exploited by researchers in communication, and rhetoric is its relative 
invisibility. The uniqueness of the homophile movement rests in the 
fact that it is the movement of the invisible minority, the only minority 
in this country for whoa anonymity is a viable option on a lar^e scale. 
Because of their ability to conceal their membership in an oppressed ^roup 
aa they move through society, homosexuals are not fighting against dep-
,rivation so much as they are fitting for expression. Blacks, women, 
chicanos, and often Indians are readily identifiable, thus the process 
of discrimination is generally easy.' The problem with homosexuals is not 
that society has not stigmatized then,' but that they cannot be found to 
be discriminated against. The first Kinsey report revealed tha incidence 
of homosexuality to be of a magnitude tha-t astounded Kinspy himself."   
In essence, it drew attention to the fact that there waa-a minority in 
America "of tan t9 twenty-five million people, about as large as blacks 



and twice as lar^e as Jews,"' which is virtually undetActable. This 
characteristic mi^ht be expected to result in some employment of rhetor-
.ical strategies in unique *iaya, especially where identification with 
the movement is concerned, when all of the benefits of society are gained 
through no'n-identification. 

An assumption critical to the interpretation of the results of tnia 
study is that intra-^roup rhetoric can provide answe.rs to important 
questfons. Sdcail movements nuat be understood in terms of their con
stituencies whichr form the movement's strategies. ,In-i*roup rhetoric, 
where there is open exchan;e amon-j mnmb°rs of the »roup that jives rise 
to stratejj.es is a logical source' for understanding the evolution of 
those strategics. Erving Goffman refnrs to the role of a publication in 
a stigmatized jroup, "which gives voice to shared feelings consolidattti^ 
and stabilizing for th" reader his sense of the realness of 'his 1 »roup 

and his attachment to it. Here thp idoolo^v of the members is formulated 
their complaints, their «asrirations, their politics."^ Thus, the 

in-~;rou]p publication is evidence of the stratp y of solidification as 
Bowers amd Ochs claim, H' but it also reflects the other strategies en-

in by the :roup. 

The 'Bbwers and Ochs schema- jaists on the idea that these -jroup 
strate-^ie's escalate; they *row more radical. Strategies move from 
petition, -or nomal discursive means of -oersuasion, to revolution, or 
war, in a' "cumulative and provessive N' manner. ̂  This study centers-
on the period .surrounding the Stonewall rebellion in June, 1969 as the 
period for the homophile novmont most .likely to conform to this ten
dency and most Jikely to exhibit the. greatest ranije of strate^es. 
Before Stonewall, the Conservative Mattachine Sociesties were typical 
of the state of trie movement. These groups were characterized by 
secrecy 'and a greater concentration on' helping the homosexual wrk . 
within socie'ty rather tnan make wholesale enan<;es in the existing struc-

^ure. Social gathering or ;ay people, espectaliy bars, bath, and areas 
in public parks', could be narass»d to political advantage without fear 
of repeccussions arising over the abuse of rights, ray people wej-e 
too afraid of the consequences qf exposure to push it; they were Indeed 
livin? "in the closet." . '' 

On June 23, 19^9, those closet doors were opened when the New York 
City police staged what was meant to be a routine raid on the Stonewall 
Inn on Christopher Street in )reenwieh Village. The Stonewall'Inn was 
a very popular gay bar. Instead of the usual pa.^siveness and submission, 
the' police encountp^d bottles, rocks, -and other forms of physical and 
verbal resistance. Three nights of street riots followed, and the months-
aft^r saw Qay Liberation groups sprin^in-; up all ovor the country. As 
some of the Mattachine MiHHest descrioUons indicate, these jroups typic
ally consisted of younger, more radical ;;ays than had been involved in 
the movement before. This younger jroup was willing to increase their 
visibility and en.^a^e in strate;ies w*iich involved marches, pickets, 
protests, and lar^e-scale adcial "vents. 

Not only do«s 9tone,wall representan event which is convenientto 
study because it 'procoded a period of rapid escalation, but it has irpor-
tant implications for the Bowers and. Ochs theory, because from all 
accounts, it was spontaneous or nonstrategic. Stonewall servos as 



evidence that social movements may nat always be the self-controlling, 
strategic entities that w« typically see them as being, but that move-
ments may .need events such as Stonewall to facilitate escalation at times. 
Strategic theories such as Sorters and Ochs would then have to be modified 
to'account for these catalytic events. 

In examining the escalation of strate-jies, tnis study precedes 
chronologically'. This paper has been criticized on this point. Hoveyer, 
there is no other realistic way to proceed. This study is intended to 
see how well the Bowers and Ochs' schema fits when applied to an actual
occurence of agitation. This involves the description of the group's 
activities, as reflected in their rhetoric; at evnry point in time at 
which behavions are seen as distinct, the notation of the order in whictf 
these behaviors occurred, and the application of the established defini
tions to the behaviors to judge the appropriateness'of the "definitions. 
IDiis process could result in: (1) modification of the definitions, (2) 
audition or deletion of strate-p.es, (3) modification of the defined 
order or even of the idea of order to the strafe?ies. 

Only" through the application of this process to many individual 
cases may the toeory be developed so. that it is raised "to the highest 
possible level of ^eBeralization" while a.t the same time conforming 
most'closely to the facts.^ Jo attempt the process any other way, -
one has to .start with the,theory, but that approach presumes the pon-
elusion. As Ralph 'Vhite notes, "Any pre-established psychological struc
ture £e.g. a theory such as Bowers and Qchs] tends to impose i'tself on 
subseauenVpercppti'on even when it is not a-propriate.""14 If the Bowers 
and Ochs' comports with tne facts, a chronological sequence Bhouldjoe the 
same_as movin;. irom strat«ar to strategy. If the theory deviates, then 
this deviation should bn exposed and thn theorj' moiified rather than 
imposing the theory and modifying the facts. 

The Rhetoric 'of Mattachine Mirlwe'st 

PetJUon* 
Rattachinc Mi,dT«>st hills itsrlf as a "non-profit,non' sectarian 

Illinois'corporation. Through its active pro-am, it>s°eks'to improvp 
the legal, social and econonic 'status of homosexuals. Membrship -is 
open -to anyone 18 years of a ^e or ovor, regardless of sex or sexual 
orientation," 1 ' In the July^ l?f>7' issue of the Newsletter, there is 
evidence of the inception of a move toward increased radicalization. 
MatTtachine Modw?st is in the state a.f petition, .the use of "normal 
discKBsive means of persuasion."^1 In one article in the newsletter, 
Mattachine "Midwest reveals that one 01' its specific concerns is the 
abuse of loiterin; laws for the harassment of homosexuals and that one 
of its tactics in fulfilling its aljove stated function will i>e a tes't 
case in ccu-t. 1 

It is" interesting that, at this point in tine, one possible tactic 
of petition not used by Mattachine Midwest is involvement in the political 
arena. In thp Octob«r, 19'7 issue of the Newsletter, it is stated: "It -
is not the policy of Mattachine Midwest to lobby in any sense of the 
word." 18 Involvement in politics did not orsur until March, 1969 when 
Mattachine Midwest decided to use the special-alriermanic elections for 



"getting its Teet wet in political-action." 19 

In 1967, Mattaehine Midwest was only in its third year, and its 
concerns seemed to involve very basic- iesues' exchanging society's 
view of the homosexual,more than issues of political concern. One of 
the basic tactics was to present the 'homosexual as an ideal citizen, 
absolutely conforming to-society's ribrms in every way but sexual 
orientation. A dialog between a reader of the Netdetter and the 
editorial staff offers a synopsis of what the organization's stance 
Has at the-tiiie. 'The following are exc°rpts from the dialog: 

Why tJhe sanctimonious tone of so much of tho Newsletter Lately? 
From readin; some of the views expressed, which presumably are 
individual opinions, one might think that homosexuals were 
supposed to apologize to the vrorld, escec'ially policeman , for 
existing. You would also get the impression that one of our 
major problems was that of somehow coping with the millions 
who camp madly in the streets and can't kee'p their hands off 
thoir fellow man. 

^The homosexual count0 rpart of tha Uncle Tom is the Aunt Sally, 
and that is precisely -Aat a homophile publication should not 
become. 

'Although we must maintain honesty, can we cease condemning 
ourselves (At least in what appears to be an offidal manner) 

'and direct attention to our real problems and aspirations? 

20 W.B.K.

Excerpt from the editor's reply: 

We'appreciate the fact that this letter is sincerely meant as 
constructive criticism.

Much of that which V.B.K. has to say. has merit. However, 
there are honest -di ff"rences of opinion as to how we are to 
go about achieving our common aims. 

Ip reply to his letter, we have devoted the first pa^e of. this 
Newsletter to stating our attitudes relative to content of this 
publication. 22

The first page referred to in the editor's reply was a statement of 
sixteen principles which generateda great deal- of controversy,and 
were important in shapin; the' thought of the organization at the time. 
These principles are parnjhrased in appendix A. Latter articles in 
the Newsletter reacted to them. 

While the strate-y pf petition'continued to be in evidence through
out the evolution of the movement Jurin.; the period studied, it was the 
only strate y in evidence in thp early period studied. According to the 
Bowers and Tens definition, the group, at this time, was not an agitative



* The- overall temper of the Newsletter con£Lrms that the tjroup ui 
would not,conform to popular conceptions of a -illation, since its emohasis 
MS largely on social functions and in-group educational efforts. 

Promulgation 

The incipience of stratodies which would make the group agitative 
did not ftccur until May,' 1968. This issue of the. Newsletter carried 
the results'of the new election of officers, and the note from the new 
president, Jim Bradford, addressed itself to some of the issues of 
concern in earlier News letter issues and set a new, bolder tone for the 
group. Bradford .disclaims the'stand taken in the publication of theu-
sixteen principles referred to above.' He labels the philosophy that the 
behavior of homosexuals must be better than anyone else's because they 

.are seeking their rights ."the Unple Tom approach." * Bradford's approadi 
is not to beg for rights, but to "demand equality of tr^at^ment from 

the heterosexual coDPjnunity."'2 '4 

By the publication of the July and August Newsletter Bradford es
calated the group's strategies to this'level of promulgation, including 
"all those tactics designed to win social supoort.for the agitator's 
position. Among these Tactics,'employed by almost all agitators, are 
informational picketing, erection of posters-, and distribution of hand-
bills and leaflets." 2 ? One of the primary concerns of this strategy is 
exploitation of the mass media. 2° In this of the Newsletter, Bradford" 
made an appeal designed to escalate activities of promulgation. Bradfprd 
talked of rocking the boat for change in contrast to the earlier stance 
of the organization, and^astod for people "of dedication . iho are willing 
to stick their neciks out, walk the picket line, go on radio and television,* 
and even get arrested if need i* to brin* equality to the homosexual in 
Chicago and the Middle West." 2 ? 

Success in tnis strategy, especially as it concerns gaining access 
to the mass media, was predictably slow. Bowers and Ochs note the great 
difficulties involved for agitators to gain full and favorable attention 
in a system whicn i-s-stacked ajainst them.2" This is probably especially 
As late as the early fifties, the word "homosexual" was' literally banned 
from the pages of one of the 'country's most Liberal newspapers, the New 
York Times. ^ Nevertheless, an example of Mattachine Mid-.res't's success in 
this strategy was an article in the Caica^o Sun-Times magazine'section, 
Midwest, of December l.», 1969. The article was entitled "The Homosexuals,' 
a Newly Visible Minority,"' and included interviews with Jim Bradford and 
other leaders of Mattachine Midwest. 

Beyond the problem of limited-me^ia access, the success of promul
gation was contingent upon overcoming another problem from within the 
group.. The capacity for anonymity in the homophile movement, noted 
earlier, can prove to be a dubious advantage Vien seeking spokesmen for 
the movement. Sociely in effect rewards the homosexual who conceals his 
identity while those who are "out" risk discrimination in .1obs,-housing, 
and other societal functions, often vith legal sanction. This unique 
characteristic probably accounts for the practically simultaneous, almost 
inverted occurrence of the strategies of solidification and niarizatiori 
in the situation under examination. 



Polarization 

The first clear instance of polarization is in a note from Jim 
Bradford in the May, 1968 Newsletter.-^0 -His statement illustrates the 
basic assumption of polarization, that "anyone individual who has not 
committed himself in one way or another to the a imitation is supportive 
of the establishment."31 

The first signs of solidification,-as Bowers and Ochs define it, 
did not occur until the folloVin; January with a change in the Newsletter 
banner. This will be discussed in thH section dealing with solidificaticn. 
What is important here is that polarization occurred first and, from trds 
point, polarization and solidification were virtually simultaneous 
strategies. This has implications for the conception in the Bowers «nd 
Ochs schema of cumulative and progressive which will be discussed later. 

The most important single instance of polarization is an essay by 
Bradford in the October, 196? issue of the Newsletter entitled "The 
Homosexual as Nijger." This was Just months after the Stonewall rebellion', 
and a radicalizetion of the homophile movement was beginning. "The 
Homosexual as Hi ;ger," was both a -general piece devoted to \polarizati on 
and a piece with the specific aim of ;ainin£ alliance with activities 
Bradford outlined in another article in the same issue, "The New Mili
tancy Emerges." In the latter, Bradford set the sta*e for the escalation 
of strate'jies. While he talked of a "new stamp of militancy," Bradford 
encouraged mentors to -jet back on the track of implementing the "lofty 
statement of purpose" in the by-laws." 

"The Homosexual as Nit;;er," is a massive attempt to create active 
support for the "new militancy" through polarization. One prominent 
tactile evident is the use of Flag issues," particularly those concerning 
th.e police in Chicago: 

It boils 'iown to this: The police in this city set like 
lower-middle-class slobs when they*deal with r;ay people, black 
people, brown people, and any other visible minority -Then they think 
they can get away with it. You as a "queer" are as hated and 
dis rusting as your slackest brother.. Dig this, and the battle 
is aleady half won. Join us and contributie to MM as if you 
meafct it, and the battle is 90% won.-'" 

Another important tactic of polarization for the homophile movement 
seems to be "the invention of derogatory Jargon foroestablishment groups," 
which includes members of the minority who are pro-establishment or 
uncommitted.-' ' "The Homosexual as Ni ;jer," uses the analog of "house 
niggers" and field niters" to point out the difference between the 
homosexuals Conception of.ho,s role in society and what his role is in 
reality: 

In the days of slavery, the "house nigger" wajs a favorite slave 
who was permitted to live and -;ork in the master's house, as 
opposed to-the "field nigger" whd was obliged to live in a shack 
and do hard labor i/n thi fields. 



.One o'f the homosexual's most snrious problems is his own 
unconscious identification with the "house ni ;^er." 'He 
c insiders himsolf as a law-abiding, respectable citizen, 
believing in law and order, and perhaps a bit self-righteous 
about his "superior" middle-class (or better) status. 

Ma are all really "field niggers," and we had damn well better 
quit kidding ourselves about this status and band to^ 

36fi^ht like hell to win our rijhtful place in the sun. 

A subtle, but extremely important precedent to these appeals was 
the decrease in anonymity in the Newsletter. Unlike early issues, the 
Newsletter began to publish the names'of officers and staff, and more 
and nore si,*ned articles appeared to replace the precedent of initials 
or entirely anonymous contributions. 

Solidification 

Bradford's "new stamp of militancy " did not sudden ly occur with 
the October issue.of the News latter. The change had been gradual.- The 
transition of the i^roup from non-a jitative .to almost militant can be 
traced by considering- the evolution of the Newsletter cover as manifesting 
the str^te-jy of solidification. Four distinct sta ;«s in the evolution 
of?the cover are presented in appendix B. The covers »how the creation 
of a symbol which is well designed, simple, easily reproducible in posters, 
cartoons, sculptures, and medallions, and has & natural relationship to 
the things it represents.-? The January, 19^9 issue first disolayed 
the intorlockin; symbol for male, accurately reflecting the constituoncy 
of the homophile movement in general and of the Mattachine Midwest 
specifically.-" March, 1969 saw both the interlocked symbols for male 
and 'female become part of the regular banner -here they remained in one 
form or another through the period studied. 

Another aspect of the chan p.n? banner is the'reflection of slo^ns: 
"Gay is Good," " Gay Power," "Buy Gay," and ''Come Out." These slogans 
ifirst appeared on the; March, 1Q ?Q Newsletter, about nine months after 
the Stonewall rebellion.39

Solidification occurred concurrently with increased public exposure 
and militancy. After the StonewaljL rebellion, there were rallys, marches, 
pamphletin.i, and other activities.40 Some of the bi-»;est demonstrations 
of the decade occurred *bn the first anniversary of the Stonewall rebellion 

"Nora Sayre,. a reporter' who covered the anti-war protests and the Demo
cratic National Convention in 19*8, described, the New York conneaoration 
Qf Stonewall,1 s first anniv»rsaiy as one of the most radical events she 
had covered. 4! Chicago's celebration was organized by the Chicago Gay
Liberation, a group which was for-ied only Since Stone-vail, and endorsed 
by Mattachine Midwest. ^ 

Pollticizatlon 

Part of'.this increased public exposure and militancy was expressed 
through the involvement of the ^roup in polittcal matters. As mentioned 
in the discussion Of petition, Mattachine Midwest chose to involve itself 



in the aldermanic elections of March, 1969. The actual activity of the 
organization in this election is not, described, but it apparently involved 
a questionaire to the candidates, on issues especially pertinent, to homo-,' 
aexualsi This tactic was repeated in August, 1969 in the eledtioir of 
delegates to the Illinois constitutional convention, 

As "a normal discursive means of persuasion," involvement in politics 
would be defined by Bowers and Ochs as a tactic of.petition. The case I 
am* presenting here for politicization as a separate' strategy is a two- fold 
argument: (1) its chronolojical independence from petition and (2) a 
distinct difference in tone evidenced in the rhetoric between petition 
and politization. The latter is a qualitative judpnentand is difficult 
to substantiate. Nevertheless, the difference between the. tone expressed 
in the earlier Newsletters (see aopendix A) and later Nevaletters as 
evidenced in many of the anove, excerpts, is quite pronounced. In the 
same issue of the Newletter in which Mattachine Midwest' announced its 
first political involvement, a roader notes the change in tener:

Sir: The tone of the Newsletter, the past several issues, is 
very definitely upgraded. Camp still permeates - nnd why not? 
But there is just.as much thou^htfulness in it. Thank' Tod. 

..After all, homos car. think, can't they? I mean, -for every 
dizzy queen who thinks "Sat you, Mary" 1-s wit, there is another 
who knows it could be the vice sauads slogan. 

E.S., Chicago 44

If this separateness. in time and tone indicates that perhaps certain 
other strategies had to be worked through bufore political involvempnt, 
then politicization shoudl be considered a separate strate-jy with its 
own tactics: .questioning enndi dates, voting drives, creating voting 
blocks, creating .political issues, and voter education to name a few.-

Coalition 

The relationship of the homophile movement, in *oneral and of 
Mattachine Midwest in particular to othor oppressed and minority »ro«ps 
began toemer'ge as an issue during this period of political involvement'. 
In its earliest form, links were made via comparison. Various Issues 
of the Newsletter contained implicit and explicit comparisons of the 
homophile movement together movements, espcially black civil rights.  

A more radical manifestation o'f this strate.y is the alliance of a 
group with the causes. of other ;rowps. This -narks an important issue 
in the rhetoric of Mattachine .Midwest and is believed to be representative 
of the national homophile movement as well a's other movements.'4 '' The 
first mention of alliance occured in a report of the 1969 NACHO (North 
American Conference of ffor.ophile Or ;aniza lions) 'noting a move-i"nt to 
identify NACHO with support of the Mew Left "on'the draft, military 
policies, andy othor subjects .not deemed by the malority of d" legates' 
to be properly homophile c nf°rns, although perhaps vital subjects in 
.their own right." 4 Both sides of this '.issue were addressed several 
times in the Newsletter. Perhaps the best articulation of the issue was 
a piece called "People Power" which urged identification with other 



oppressed groups,iincluding women,, blacks, Spanish.Americans, Indians, 
and .poor, whites., because, "No- minority will *et^eouality until every- 7, 
body has it." 47

Coalition was an issue "within Mattachine Midwest and was also a 
primary factor in the founding of a new group in Chicago, the Homophtle 
-LiberationJUlaince.. "compT&ed mostly. of youn? liberal/radical homo-
sexuals/bisexuals." 1$ In an announcement quoted by Mattachine Midwest)' 
the group pubii-cized a committment to identify itself with all oppressed 
peoples and to take definite positions on "all matters which affect our 
community a,s well as the heterosexual majority.'' 49

Non-violent Resistance 

Chicago GayLiberation was part of the national Oay Libaratidh. seg-
ment of 'the Jionophile movem"nt characterized by this "New, Left" mentality 
which found itg*be'7innin,;s in' the events at Stonewall. It is significant
that only a year after" their founding, Gay Liberation, in addiction- to 
adyocatin-3 alliance's with other oppressed, groups, was sponsoring events 
like 'the celebration in Chicago which included teach-ins, a dance, a 
march', and a rally^" where real wooden closets may be burned . . 50  
-while the older Mattachine is still pursuing less advanced strategies, 
only endorsing the new^roup. 

Whethe'r the activities of Gay Liberation should be considered under 
the" strategy of non-violent resistance, like "sit-ins, school boycotts, 
rent strikes, and the liVe,"^l or whether they nore appropriately bolon;;-' 
to the strategy of, promulgation is a difficult ouestion.. In part^ this 
is because, of ambiguity is the definition of non-vioj,ent resistance. 
Bowers and Oohs include civil -disobedience as an intp^rsllly related 
concept to non-vioL-nt resistance. "Non-violent resistance is not always 

'civilly disobedient,' but it often is. When it is not, the BTitatqrs. 
are violatin; custom rather than law. "^2' What constitutes the violation 
of a custom? 

Honosexuals almost' invariably violate custdm \vnen actin;;.on behalf 
of- homosexuals. VJhila, to-iay, a march, in anH of itself t hay not be 
considered a violation ol" custom if Dlacks or wonen or stu3ents are 
marching, ;Aen gays march, people's reactions clearly 'indicate- that' 
custom, at tho minimum, is. boin; violated. Suzannah Lessard's report 
on the Gay Liberation of June, 1970 in New York illus-trates this beau-
tifully:

"Oh no, not the fairies tool" said a woman yatchin ; the lay 
Liberation movement -march up Sixth Avenue Ifcst Juno, vi t$ a 
quizzical,', ^ood-hurored exprrssion ort* her face, as thou.jh they 
were so many 'puppies. "I'M f.ron? Ohio. I ttink it's funny," 
said a tourist. "I'd like to kick the shit out of them," 
said a clean, tense young man turning on his heel, fas one 
knew how to r°act. Few grasped the implications or 'Viewed it 
as noro than "ith"r a circus' IT an a bo.Ti na ti on X3 

Not only do they -violaf? custom, hut homosexuals have violated laws 
in expressing their sexuality long before there 1 was- any movement. In 



L, Illinois became the first state in the union to remove-acts 
acts associated with homosexual sex from its criminal code. Before 
this time, mo'st acts of homosexual sex were prohibited in every 
state under vaguely worded "sodomy laws." Although the statutes, 
uainjj phrases like "crime a^inst nature,') apply equally to hete'ro-
sexual activity which.deviates from the prescribed norm, they are 
uaefcl almost exclusively a-^lnst homosexuals.^ Where sexual acts by 
homosexuals are clearly _in violation of state law, the Vidations 
lack the. necessary imposition on the public consciousness that is 
implicit in' Vie stiiategy of non-violent resistance. In other words, 
the .Establishment has not b^en. forced to suppress the violation of 
these laws. Consequently, there is not-"enou;h public awareness of the 
laws or enough feeling of tnoir injustice to create a demand for 
change.55 In all probability, the intent of the sodomy lau violations 
has not been primarily to 'force establishment action.. If that has been ' 
the' intent, it'has certainly failed as an exair.ple of non-violent, resis-
tance as a stratey.  

Escalation/Confrontation

The issue of intent is important, for the next strategy, escalation/ 
.confrontation, is defined in terms of intent. Escalation/csnfrontatiori, 
in Bowers and Ochs' \erms, assumes that the purpose of a particular activity 
is tft create, a reaction, hopefully overreaction, on the "part of the es-
tabli^hment.'" The ambiguity in deciding this issue becomes apparent 

,in a report of a Chicago -Jay Liberation dance'in the May, 1970 issue of ' 
the Newsletter. The. ostensible purpose of the (fence was to proVide a 
good time and inprease morale inJihe- ^ay communjjtyj to ereate an atmos
phere of. "^ay sejLf-affirmation." s 

The third Chicago Jay Liberation dance, held at the Coliseum 
.on April 18, introduced freedom as the remedy that will .end the 
closet as a way of li'fe. The faggots came out for their.public, 
the band was great, the vibes were beautiful. It did a lot for 
all of us. 

There are indications, however, that the expressed intar>t was not 
the only one. The article cited above'mentioned the rumors of a' raid 
which had circulated, jay Liberation had prepared-^for this contingency 
by having a corp of lawyers, law students, and pres's in attendance: 

Some people didn'.t come for 'fear of a raid. Rumors were around 
that the vice were ready to bust everyone insight Gay Lib 
members were prepared to fl^hfit out in court. Alert lawyers 
pre=!3ured the vice jiitilessly (it can be done). ''Lawyers and 
law-students were at the dance as witnessed;'so was the press. 
A struggle was imminent if they raided. They didn't.59 

These precautions clearly indicata an anticipation 'of establishment 
reaction to the event. Does this indicate tnat the expressed purpose 
.for holding the event is not the true or even tne primary purpose? This 
question.cdnnot be adequately; answered even using an in-^roup oublication. 
It is not unreasonable to speculate that this is a tjaneralizable problem. 



Bowers and Ochs illuminate the reason behind this problem.when they 
riote the need for a group to Maintain a certain eespectability with the 
public. In the case of escalation/confrontation this is particularly 
.true, for overreaction on the part of the establishment Is only over* 
reaction if the public perceives it as such. If a dissident group gives 
any hint that its purpose in pursuing a certain activity'is- to create 
this, overreaction, and if the public becomes aware of this, then any 
establishment action', no matter how extreme, is viewed as just what the 
dissidents deserved. With the problem of unintended audiences (e.g. the 
now famous F.Bii. files from the sixties), It is doubtful that any group-
could risk stating any goal of escalation/confrontation even within the 
group. .^Therefore, there would be no rhetorical evidence- of such inten
tions. unlesp the critic is prepared to distinguish between real and 
skated- seals, then it bncomes questionable as to whether escalation/ 
confrontation is a valid strategy for th'e rhetorical critic to study. 
Ror can the problem be solved on the .basis of outcome', for the establish
ment may react (or fail to roact) to events in ways totally unexpected 
and unintended by the 5roup. 

QandM and Ouerllla 

If escalation/confrontatipn is not the province of the stud«nt of 
rhetoric because'of lack- of evidence within his/her domain^ .Gandhi and 
Guerilla is not a valid area of investigation by definition.°0 la- this 
case study, this was not an issue, since, as in '.fetor's study, the es-
ealtion did not proceed this far.61 

Discussion 

Looking back at the criterion' set forth in the introduction, that 
if the Bowers and Ocha schema ia completely valid fof this particular 
study, chronological analysis will result in a description of the 
original strategies in their prescribed order, we find, that Bowers and 
Ochs have done very well. The schema is largely intact* There are, 
however, sons potentially important deviations. 

Two strategies are argued for which are not part of the original 
Bowars and Ochs theory, politicization and coalition. It is not com-
pletely clear where these two strategies fit into the sequence of the 
Bowers and Ochs schema*, although the sequence which aopeared ^n this 
study does not a«*em entirely unreasonable. '-A, logical relationship 
could be posited between the 'occurence of these strategies and the 
events which preceded themY.' 

'Whether this logical relationship really exists is another question. 
This study does not lend complete\support to the "cumulative and pro-
gressive" idea. Bowers and Ochs state that (his should not be a rigid 
concept noting that it ia not perfect, depending on the actual and 
potential membership of agitation, the power and ideological strength of 
control, and the. rhotorlcal sophistication of both agitation and control. 62
This study demonstrates how these factors become crucial in detemdnin; 
the order and. occurrence of strata jies. This MBS especially pronln*nt 
in the jiear inversion of solidification and polarization. 



The problem is compounded when strategies cannot be reliably typed. 
A case in point is escalation/confrontation. The nature of escalation/ 
confrontation is to take offensive action while seeming to remain in 
a defensive postwe. Doubt'is raised that this is a strategy which can 
be defined using rhetorical evidence. 

The two* Questions, when taken together, force an examination of the 
value of the cumulative and progressive idea beyond the most general 
statement of direction. As an analytical topi, its reliability is 
limited, attested to by both theoretical statement and case examination. 
As an unreliable instrument applied to events with nebulous definitions, 
it-could lead t6-classification gf events on a purely chronological 
basis or on, the, basis of order with thorough investigation into their 
nature. 

In understanding social movements, the Bowers and Ochs' scltema is 
limited in two additional areas. First, it does not deal with the role
of formal organisations in the escalation of strategies. One of the 
potentially important findings of this study is that, while 'the move
ment as a whole covered a certain range of strategies in a reasonably 
predictable order, this was not true of a single organization.' Matta-
chine Midwest covered only a limited number of strategies at .the lower 
end of the.scale. The more radical, visible events ware the efforts of 
Gay Liberation groups who .apparently picked up where Mattachine left off, 
skipping the initial stages of agitation, even though'the two groups 
shaded no fomal history.6' 

The second area .of limitation is the lack of consideration of non-
strategic influences on movements and their strategies. A'^base in point 
la the Stonewall rebellion. All,of the evidence points to a causal 
relationship between Stonewall and escalation, of strategies and the 
Inception of lay Liberation. The Bowers and Ochs schema does not 
account'for the ability or necessity of such pvents-to escalate strategic 
activity, nor does it posit any apttem for escalation Which follows 
such events. For example, in its physical manifestation, the Stonewall 
rebellion most closely conforms to the tactic of token violence under 
the strategy of escalation/confrontation. While it had tremendous 
impact on the movement as a whole, on the escalation of strategies, and 
oq the formation of the Gay Liberation groups, the incident at the 
Stonewall Inn did not cause strategies to Escalate progressively from 
the' point of token violence. 

Stonewall is not an* isolated incident. Vhen Rosa Parks refused'to 
give up her seat on the bus in Montgomery, it was (lot a plan' on the part 
of civil rights,' lea'dertr to incite action. It was the spontaneous act 
of a -woman who was tired, hot; and fed up with bowing, scraping, an1 
being pushed around. The boycott which followed led in a. new era in the 
atru^;le for black rights. 'Every, movement! has had events which occurred 
either outSide"the movement* or spontaneously 'within the movement which 
dramatically shaped the future course of the movement. These events 
and their relationship to the. movement need to be examined for the in
sights they provide, but they cannot be considered within the limited 
framework o 



In spite of problems ^and limitations, the Bowers and Ochs 1 schema 
of strategies for agitation is basically a ijood one. In this case 
study','it accounts for most of the rhetorical activity of Mattachine 
Midwest. It also posits a reasonable escalation of activity from 
conservative to more radical, althou£i this should be taken in a general 
sense and not with a rigid progression of strategies. 

So'ne rhetorical activities were not accounted for by the hierarchy. 
To the extent that there is evidence that these nay be typical of other 
movements, those areas warrant further investigation. 

In part, the instances ol-lack of conformity to the Bowers'and Ochs' 
theory mav be a function of the honophile mov>nent as a unique employer g 
of rhetorical strategies. Even if tnia is the case, the theory has no' 
'been tested enough to make these distinctions, and henee, there are 
indications of the'necessity of applying qualifiers to the theory. 

It is the general adehuacy of th^ theory -vhich makes it worth' the 
kind of effort advocated by Weber and again* here. Albert J. Croft,in 
an oft-citfed essay, claims tnat one of three functions 'of rhetorical 
research, ."in addition to Historical interpretation-and'critical eval
uation, is to modify or add to rhetorical tneejy itself."?" Ultimately, 
the value of the fi^eld bf rhetoric, as is true with any field, depends 
on the value of Its theories. In our existential a,;e'where man see him-* 
aelf individually as impotent and resorts to collective behavior more 
and more often to acniave his goals, a thapryvsuch as Bowers and Ochs 
present has tremandous potential utility. To realize its potential, 
however, it rajst be --odifiirt, qualified, and refined." We nust seek to 
maximize its 'applicability while strictly defining its limits. 



Appwlix A 

1. Homosexuals must establish good rapport with parents, opposite sex,

world at large. 

2. .Homosexuals are not special characters and have no special rights

 3. Minority grovps must make sacrifices to gain eoual rights (to which 

all are entitled). 

It. Law enforcement should protect and enforce, not harass. 

5. Moat homosexuals aro eoually law abiding as heterosexual a. 

6^ No one 'has'tho ri^ht .to "carry on" indiscreetly or compulsively. 

7. Homosexuals should not ha-re to apologize, except v/hen thny infringe 

(their homosexuality infringes) on thn rights of others. 

8. No concrete evidence that honosoxuality is tTn illness or hereditary exists.

9* Ignorance and misurHerstandin,; makes h'tnosexuality a social problem.

10. Society judges all homosexuals by the behavior of the most overt 

minority. 

11. Rejection by society is a major problem for homosexuals. 

12. Being forced to live two lives is difficult. 

13. The difference between homosexuals and heterosexuals is only.sexual 

preference. 

14. Homosexuals react to the same s,ex exactly as a heterosexual does to 

the opposite sex. 

15. Homosexuals are not interested in seducing non-homosexuals. 

16. It is our job to remind the public of these attitudes and to chaatise 

all who ifjnora them for selfish reasons or in ignorance. 



Appendix B 

The following banner pages of the Mattachino Hjdwftst Newaletter 

contain an excellent nxample'of solidification in .the-evolution of 

the logd. The May, 1963 cover is typical of all of the. early News-

letters used in this study until January, 196.9 'when the banner 

was changed as noted in the text. Except for fcfce two symbols, for 

both male and female, wtiich first appeared in March, 1969^ the 

banner between March, 1969 and March, 19fO varied. The November -

December, 1969 issue is a represnntative cover of the period. 

The last two nntries are the first editions to appear with their' 

respective new lo-jos, the one appearing on the June, 1970 issiw 

remaining* constant for the duration of those issues examined in the 

study. It is interesting to observe how the Issues with which the. 

Newsletter is concerned evolve along with' the solidification' strategy;. 



PUBLIC MEETING 

Mr. George C. Pontikes-, Chi-
cago attorney .and member of the 
board of directors of the American 
Civil Liberties Union, will be pur 
speaker at .the open meeting on May 
23. Mr. .Pontikes is widely recog-
nized aa an authority on the Feder-
al Civil Service and the Selective
Service Act. 

We have had many inquiries from
members and friends Concerning 
their rights with respect to the draft. 
This program ought to'attract a 
large attendance and,answer some 
questions. Let your friends know 
about the meeting. Everyone is. wel-
come, and refreshments will be 
served at 10 o'clock, following the 
discussion-period. 

DATE: Thursday, May;23, 8 PM 

PLACE: American CiviL Liberties 
Union, 4th floor, 6 S. Clark St. 

RESERVE THESE DATES (places 
to be Announced later): 

May 23 Aug.' 22 Nov. 21 
June 2 Sep. 26 Dec. 
July 25 Oct. 24 

FOR «ex NesbAMCH. INC. HAT 15  



DOCTORS 
URGE LAW CHANGE by M. J. Kuda. 

The results of two studies of Interest Jo the homophlle community have  
received local and national news coverage.- The finalreport of the Task Force 
on Homosexuality, sponsorcij by the N.uional Institute of Mental Health, and 
a poll-on soctomedical Issues, including homosexuality, conducted by Modem 
Medicine magazine, concluded that homosexual acts between consenting 
adults "If they are carried o»t discreetly* .tro not matters of public or legal 
concern. 

Of the 27.700 doctors respandinn to the Modem Medicine poll, the per
centage 61 physlci.ms S|M-<-I iri.'in.j in psychiatry who were In favor of legaliz
ing homosexual <!cts was significantly higher than tho total poll rgsult 92% 
versus 67.7%. 

The NIMH's *Hook,er Report" (after Its chairman..UCLA's Or, Evelyn 
Hooker),' while advocating further research Into the non-cll^ical aspects of 
homosexuality In our society, emphasized the necessity "for tho review and 
revamping of existing legal policy and employment practices. 

Both studies strtised'ttwt their conclusions were well ahead of general 
public (faction but anticipated gradual chandes in society's attitudes. [The 
Harris Poll's survey of public attitudes Is reported on page 3 of this Issue.] 
Illinois hat had a "consensual" law on the books s'lnce 1661 and thus should 
be In the forefronj of Implementing the balance of proposed reforms recommen
ded by the Task Force. Theseyeports can bo ammunition in the militant homo- , 
pnlle's arsenal. Thinking men will find them conclusive. As Newsweek com
mented, the homosexual no longer demands ."simple privacy, but full legal-, 
economic and s'oclal Integration." 

TIME'S clock runs backward 

See VALQUE TAYLOR's article. Pag* 14 

DEC 1 0 '1969  



Mattachine

MIDWEST 

NEWSLETTER 

MARCH  1970

Newsletter editor David Stleneckor was arrested at home on "Saturday 
morning. Feb.,7, by Youlh Division Cop John Manley, about whom David 
had written a hupiorous article that appeared In oar September 1969 issue. 
The' 'crime* charged U criminal defamation (Ch. 38, (ft. 27-1, Illinois 
Revised Statutes) 

Manley entered the b'ulldlng, got Stlenecker out of bed, and proceeded* 
to arrest hlm»wlthout exhibiting a warrant. He said thai one was on file at 
the police statl&v. When Silenecker expressed doubts about the Invisible 

 
 

warrant, Manley'used David's phone to call a paddy wagon, but refused to 
permit David to use his own phone to notify anyone of the arrest. 

After being held 4 hours for "processing* at the roster Ave. police 
station, David was permuted to posVhls own S25 bond and was released 
Intact. 

This arrest marks the first case wo are aware of In which a/i plflclal of 
a homophlle organization has been arrested for writing an article'. (Shades 
of clear and present dangec!) In Issuing a statement after Stienecker's
release. MM President Jim Bradford skated, 'We try to alert both the homo-
sexual community ana" police officials to over-zealous officers who make 
needless arrests . . . ,M«nIoy's contempt for freedom of the press and other 
constitutional guarantees should draw condemnation from all quarters. " The 
article and other news notes about Manley should have clued In our own 
community as well as those alerj police brass who do read our Newsletter 
that trouble was brewing in the park. We thought the Constitution meant 
what It says about freedom of speech, press', assembly and the petition for 
'redress of grievances. 

Stleneoker Is In fine fighting spirits. Constitutional taw experts are 
being consulted. The American Civil Liberties Union has agreed to enter 
thb case, Dovid.'s trial Is sot (or Friday, Mar. 6. at 9:10 a.m. in the 
Magistrate's court In the ChlcagoAve. police station, 116 W. Chicago Ave., 
2d door. 

MM's Board Is calling for massive community support for the defense, 
which Is our defense as we'll as David's. Contributions to the legal defense 
fund will help fight the battle. General contributions, always'welcome, will 
help beef up Mattachlna Midwest to continue to do our thing and more 
effectively challenge the Injustices of the social order. Why not contribute 
end show up at the hearing to show your support? 

INBTHUI'h' FOR SKX RKSEAROl BJtt FEB 241370 



Mattachine
MIDWEST 

1970 

"Gay Pride Week" June 21-28
Homoscsu-il UtKjgo.in* wilt "join thrtr muiitcrpart --) ..I., i. t .i *..' i »t tog 

Cay Pride. Wyck in l.il- Jnn- . wlu'ii the first .uinivortaiy of ihc- i". i.t>. ' : t: of 
the Cay Mltrrrftlon r..i-/4 n. nr will bt> ob-ai-rvcd. 

On Chrlatnplu r :.tri'i't j.ihcjitiun D*y, June 28, 1969, thousii.-S of < -,  t people 
and sympathiser* pourotl Into the streets of New York City's Cmt.wich Village la 
protest against heavy-handed police tactician arresting patrons of (he Stonewall 
Inn, a popular but unlicensed gjy bar on Christopher Street that was being 
closed by authorities. By coincidence of warm weather, the very gay neighbor-
hood, the t-iMte of freedom afforded In recent yean by Mayor Ll/idsay's 'relaxa
tion bf g4y repression, changing social attitudes toward sex, growing " -

'and Militancy by yotKli. Ihc i*pict o( the black civil rights revolution
example,nnJ probably a dozrit ottu'f factors, the outrage of the Stonewall patrons
c.i rr led over into scvpf.il ni jjht s of street confrontation  with police and led to 
the 'fomatlon of the Ntw Y"rV u*ay Llbcnttoa Front. 

Although the beginning ot G^y Lthct.itIon h.irt Already been teen la Berkeley 
and San Frjmctico, tbv *ingl<; liiicorlc.il rvi-nt of the Christopher Street rlott 
hat co** to In- seen .is tin* "offtcl-il" at^ort ot Gay Liberation, a Movement that 
has since sjifo-id to Kiliinazoo .ind r.irbondalc, Kansas City and Milwaukee, as well 
it l^is Ainjclr--., i:tif«*n;.» .i.nl pohu» In hi-twccn, 
«. CltUjj-.o'a t*^'hr.it (on, ur^VhlztiJ liy Cltlcagu Cay Liberation ind endorsed by 

Mattjchlne Midwest (itH'wbcr* of both will participate), will Include: 
+A*Lake Michigan cruise on Sunday, June 21 '(see page 7);
 fA glAnt rally on Saturday, June 27, 12 noon at Bughouse Square (the site 

tyoboHxlng the srcrccy .ind repression of the past), where real wooden.closet* 
may .be burned, followed by a uurch past the Chicago Avenue police station (agalo 
ty*bollc), the Lawson YMCA (more »y«bolls«), to the grassy plata of thi Water ' 
Tower and Michigan Avenue, connoting gay persons' new openness and leisure of 
their own ri^itful place in society; " ' . 

4A dance at'the Ara^on B.iHrooa on-Sunday, June 2B, 7 to Midnight; 
4-Tcach-lns, a Midwestern Cay Lib conference, and other events. . 

.Informational leaflets on all events will be circulated throughout June by 
GayLiberation and MM. r The resiiLt should be the biggest outpouring of gay self-
affirmation ' . Chicago has ever jeen. .. WILLIAM ft. KELUY 

CtlAflGGS DnOPPSD AGAINST EDITOR  
(Ncwiletter editor David StIcncckur wa> charged by Sgt. John H.inlay of the 

Chicago Police Department with crlolnal defanatlun ai the reiult of an article 
by Stlenecker In the Scptrober 1969 .iitut, in which Stlenecker dealt with nut- . 
rout arresta by Hanle* in Lincoln Farji waahroovt.) 

On Hay tf, attorney 'Renea liJnover ind t wont buck to court for the fourth 
tl«e. %We went through the sane li.ntlc of convincing the court we were auppoted 
to be there and were indeed in the right courtroom. The Judge ice«ed to bottev* 
that we were wrong. explainingto ut iliac .ho only tried civil cases, and .liked 
if we were the paternity ault he had thj£ day. Fln.illy, after waiting for an 
hour o'r to, the ca«o c.ine^up. At inual, Hanloy watn't there. la f.ict, 'he had 
never ahowcd up except for the first <ippo.ir.ince. We approached the bench, and 
Mri.^Rjnover prett'ntcd a action for dlmltdl on the ground! thJt the conpl.ilnt 

(continued on page 4) 

8 1970  
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